Who is the IJS Team?
Our team is experienced in locating and acquiring both
new and used aircraft and helicopters. We have long
standing relationships with aircraft sellers, aircraft
manufacturers and maintenance providers.
The IJS team is highly experienced in managing aircraft and helicopters through interior modifications,
avionics upgrades, repaint and major inspections. We
are uniquely qualified aviation consultants that can assist with many aspects of aircraft acquisitions such as
import/export and maintenance review. We fully understand the importance of attention to details that our
clients require.
The IJS legal team and transaction specialist can handle all phases of contract negotiations, purchase & sales
agreements, international registration documentation
and closing documents.
Each client has a unique aviation requirement. Those
requirements are best understood by an organization
with years of actual operational experience. IJS can
provide a complete “aviation needs analysis” to more
accurately assist our clients with their aircraft selection
process. The analysis will consider current operational
usage. Our operational experience in business and airliner operations offers our clients the highest levels of
accuracy in fleet planning.
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IJS is More Than Just a Broker

Global Supplier of Aircraft Parts

If you or your organization is looking to purchase a new or preowned aircraft, International Jet Support, with our decades of
proven experience and longstanding industry relationships,
set us apart from our competition.
Being more than just a broker is not a slogan for International Jet Support, it’s a process. IJS implements a three step process that enables us to select the appropriate aircraft for your
travel requirements and budget.
First, our Aviation Analysis Team will thoroughly evaluate
your frequency of travel, lifestyle and travel destinations to
select the aircraft that will support your travel requirements.
However, IJS does not stop there. IJS then employs a Business
Aviation Analysis that will further validate the selection process from a fiduciary perspective and provide direction on the
type of purchase that should be utilized.
Our network of relationships, including membership in the
National Aircraft Resale Association (NARA) provides IJS
with access to aircraft that are
not advertised.

Headquartered in Farmingdale, NY, U.S.A, International Jet
Support (IJS) is a worldwide supplier of aircraft parts and aviation services to airlines, aircraft operators, airframe manufacturers and MRO (Maintenance Repair & Overhaul) operations.
International Jet Support acquires parts from multiple parts
sources to obtain the highest quality product at the most competitive pricing. These longstanding relationships that International Jet Support has developed, has afforded International
Jet Support with the luxury of an
established discount program.
Utilizing our highly trained staff
with extensive experience in the
aviation industry and state of
the art of technology, International Jet Support maintains an
extensive inventory of aircraft
parts under the most stringent
quality management system. All aircraft parts for sale are acquired or consigned through the OEM’s, Airlines or FAA certified repair facilities and have complete certification and traceable documentation.
At International Jet Support, our goal is to be your valued
aviation supply partner offering superior aviation product and
24/7 parts accessibility, thousands of airframe parts and accessories, aircraft engine parts, landing gear components, aircraft
avionics, flight controls, aircraft lights and more. Whether you
are looking to purchase your required airplane parts or would
like to use our aviation parts seller services to sell your aircraft
parts, we guarantee the highest level of service and support
available in the industry.

“Support is in our name,
it is who we are”

Hardest Working Agents in the Business
If you are in the market to sell your aircraft, the IJS team of
agents will leverage the virtues and competitive strengths
against similar aircraft on the market. Our tireless efforts result in clients receiving the highest possible price in the shortest possible time for their aircraft. Our sophisticated knowledge of the marketplace and our hard-earned respect in the
aviation community provides IJS access to the perfect buyer!

Unmatched After-Sales Support
International Jet Support is unmatched for its after-sales support. Unlike traditional aircraft brokers, IJS is uniquely structured to keep you flying even when your aircraft is in for maintenance. We have a staff of pilots who can pick-up and deliver
your aircraft virtually anywhere in the world. Our extensive
aircraft parts and avionics inventory provides our customers
with rapid access to replacement components. We also operate
a 24/7/365 emergency service desk for any unexpected private
air travel issues that customers encounter.
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• Complete understanding of and total respect for the
needs of our customers.
• Service that exceeds domestic and international
standards.
• Integrity to customers, suppliers and vendors that
builds trust and relationships.
• Dedication to safety and reliability.
• Commitment to the partnership between International
Jet Support and their customers.

Commitment to Service
& AOG Support
Our loyal customer base can be attributed to our focus on professional and courteous customer service, which includes total parts support, 24 hour AOG support, an Aviation Analysis
Team and a business aviation analysis process. Our approach
is tailored to fit the needs of each individual customer and we
are continuously searching methods to improve our efficiency and productivity. This constant drive to improve our performance allows IJS to pass along cost savings to our customers while maintaining the quality of our products and service.

Quality Products
Aviation is first and foremost about safety and reliability. We
ensure that our parts have full traceability documentation
and certificates. If you require parts that we do not have in
stock, our strong relationships with manufacturers provides
IJS access to parts and delivery within a short timeframe.

Everything From a Single Source
Having one contact for your aviation needs reduces complexity, time and ultimately cost. International Jet Support is the
answer to all your aviation needs. International Jet Support
will cover the entire span of an aircraft. IJS provides technical support, parts supply, purchasing of an aircraft and more.
IJS is where you are, 24/7 to “support” your aviation needs.

